Canonbury Home Learning
Year 4 Reading
Steppingstone activity
Date: Tuesday 21st April 2020
LO: To infer by finding evidence
Task:
Share the rest of chapter 11- ‘Journey to dream country’, from the
words “Like you did to me” to the end of the chapter, with an older
sibling or adult.
Answer the true or false statements and explain the ones that are false.
They focus only on page 58 (Starting ‘Ah, but I isn’t eating you,’ the
BFG said.)

1.
Statement

True or false?

Giants sometimes catch humans who are building sandcastles on the
beach.
The BFG travelled slowly over the land.
The Meatdripping Giant pretends to be a rock to catch humans.
The giants only have one way to catch humans.
Giants do not kill each other.

2. Explain any that were false

3. Describe what Sophie notices about the setting as they arrive in Dream Country.
E.g.
The sun disappeared above a film of vapour
The air was becoming cooler every minute.
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Statement

True or false?

Sophie was nervous when travelling in the BFG’s pocket.
The giants only have one way to catch humans.
Giants do not kill each other.
Giants are the only killers of human beings.
The BFG travelled so fast, the landscape became a blur.
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